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            Our Swim with Dolphins Experiences!
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                        Royal Swim

                        Best Option

                        	 50 mins of interaction aprox.
	 2 Dolphins experience
	 Interactions: Hug, Kiss, HandShake, Foot Push, Dorsal Tow
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                        Swim Adventure

                        	 40 mins of interaction aprox.
	 1 Dolphin experience
	 Interactions: Hug, Kiss, Belly Ride, HandShake
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                        Dolphin Encounter

                        	 30 mins of interaction aprox.
	 1 Dolphin experience
	 Interactions: Hug, Kiss, HandShake
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                    ENJOY THE LATEST 
PROMOTIONS

                    
                        View Deals
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                    HOW CAN WE HELP YOU? 
VISIT OUR FAQ'S

                    
                        View More
                    
                

                
            

        

        
            CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE HABITAT AND LIVE THE DOLPHIN DISCOVERY EXPERIENCE
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                Live the experience of a Lifetime!

                Dolphin Discovery's swim with dolphins programs are renowned for having special features that are unique and second to none! And for having the highest quality standards in the care of marine species. 

                Explore all the information about the different species in our habitats and learn more about their care.
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                        How is the experience of swimming with marine mammals?

                        If you had the wonderful idea of swimming with Dolphins or seeing a Sea Lion up close, Dolphin Discovery is…

                        Read more
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                        Tequila Tour in Cozumel

                        Tequila is one of the most popular drinks in the world. It has a long history, which is reflected in its…

                        Read more
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                        Where can I swim with Dolphins in Cancun?

                        If you love Dolphins as much as we do, surely you already included a swimming program in your travel itinerary…

                        Read more
                    

                

            

        
    
        
            DOLPHIN DISCOVERY HABITATS

            Dolphin experiences, admissions, water parks and more are at Dolphin Discovery. Make your reservation in advance on our site to get the best prices. You can choose the habitat that is in your destination and live the experience of swimming with Dolphins. We have special prices in many destinations and we have a wide variety of experiences for all ages, your family will be safe in our facilities. Book now your swim with Dolphins at Dolphin Discovery, the number one Dolphin experience company in the world.

            
                
                    Mexican Caribbean

                    Cancun - Isla Mujeres

                    Costa Maya

                    Cozumel

                    Playa del Carmen

                    Puerto Aventuras

                    Tulum - Akumal  
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                        Panama City Beach

                        Florida Keys

                        Florida St. Augustine
                    

                

                
                    Caribbean Islands

                    Anguilla

                    Dolphin Cayman

                    Cove Cayman

                    Tortola

                    Jamaica

                    Punta Cana

                    St. Kitts.
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                    Montego Bay

                    Ocho Rios

                    Moon Palace

                    Puerto Seco

                    Yaaman Adventure
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                    Dolphin Royal Swim

                    Two remarkable Dolphins will enlighten you with agility, intelligence, and strength, making this the ultimate program for a life changing experience!


                    Behaviors in this Experience:

                    	Hug
	Handshake
	Dorsal Tow
	Hand Target
	Foot Push



                    Available in the Habitats of:

                    
                        	 Mexican Caribbean
	Cruise Destination
	Mexican Pacific 
	Caribbean Islands 
	United States 
	Jamaica 


                    


                    Select a Habitat to learn more information 
                        
Behaviors may vary depending on the Habitat.
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                    Dolphin Swim Adventure

                    Be amazed by the speed and agility of your new Dolphin friends as you hold onto his pectoral fins and glide across the surface of the water. Learn fun facts about this incredible Marine Mammal!


                    Behaviors in this Experience:

                    	Hug
	Handshake
	Belly Ride
	Hand Target
	Boogie Push



                    Available in the Habitats of:

                    
                        	 Mexican Caribbean
	Cruise Destination
	Mexican Pacific 
	Caribbean Islands 
	United States 
	Jamaica 


                    


                    Select a Habitat to learn more information 
                        
Behaviors may vary depending on the Habitat.
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                    Dolphin Encounter

                    Live exciting moments! Enjoy the unforgettable experience of playing with a charming Dolphin. Live the dream of receiving a tender kiss and hug. Marine Mammal specialists will teach you the anatomy of these incredible species.


                    Behaviors in this Experience:

                    	Hug
	Handshake
	Hand Target



                    Available in the Habitats of:

                    
                        	 Mexican Caribbean
	Cruise Destination
	Mexican Pacific 
	Caribbean Islands 
	United States 
	Jamaica 


                    


                    Select a Habitat to learn more information 
                        
Behaviors may vary depending on the Habitat.
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